WOMEN RUN
THIS TOWN
CHANGING
THE FACE OF
LEADERSHIP

TOWN STAGES
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ABOUT TOWN
Town Stages is a 10,000 sq ft women-led event venue
and cultural arts space in Tribeca creating a home for
every occasion.
Offering state-of-the-art technology, amenities, and
accommodations—fully included in our pricing with no
hidden fees—our team is here to make your dreams a
reality and make you feel at home in our Town.

OUR MISSION - THE BUILDING BLOCKS
Town Stages' mission is to advance equity in New York
City by building accessible spaces for public assembly,
creativity, and conversation.

OUR WORK - IN PRACTICE
We are an event space, but the events that are held at
Town Stages fund our other ventures; namely for
artists, change makers, nonprofits, civic leaders, and
entrepreneurs without access to the physical space
they need to come together, commune, collaborate,
discuss, and transform their futures—and by extension
our own.

OUR VISION - THE FINSIH LINE
Simply put, women belong everywhere.
Our business model works & can work for more people.
Our vision for Town Stages includes much more than our
flagship location at 221 West Broadway—embracing
different types and styles of space—so that the impact of
our work can grow to accommodate different types of
communities with different needs.

Our biggest resource is space. We choose to invest
our biggest resource in New Yorkers by giving them a
platform here that might be unaffordable or
unwelcoming elsewhere.

TOWN
STAGES
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TOWN
STAGES

3 VERTICALS MAKE TOWN A
WORLD CLASS DESTINATION
TO CONNECT & COLLABORATE

CULTURAL SPACE

Tech Conferences
Panel Discussions
Galas & Fundraisers
Performances
Art Showings

EVENT VENUE

Corporate Meetings
Film & Television
Weddings
Bar/ Bat Mitzvahs
Film Festivals
Civic & Meetings
Pop Up Shops
Brand Activations
International Summits

COCKTAIL BAR

A TURN-KEY EVENT SPACE
A booking at Town Stages runs between $1K - $1.5K an hour, plus staffing and bar.
More flexibility is offered for multi-day events and multi-month experiences.
Pricing includes state-of-the-art sound, projection, lighting, a comprehensive
inventory of on-site amenities, and staffing for every event. We have a dedicated
elevator for load-in & accessibility as well as an accessible restroom and an on-site
prep kitchen.
Bar packages at Town range from $16 - $28+/hr per person, with a 2 hour
minimum. All of our bar packages include staffing, taxes, fees, glassware and
gratuity.

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
"Town Stages is the perfect venue."
—Patricia Van Nostrand, Event Planner, EO

"Highly recommend for any event!"
—Dani Thompson, Tribeca Film Institute

"One of the most incredible and versatile
venues I've experienced in New York."
—Emily Gurland, Free the Bill
"Don't look anywhere else."
—David Homan, Orchestrated Connections

"We can't wait to work there again."
—Melissa Moschitto, The Anthropologists
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WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP
WHAT WE ARE WORKING TO TRANSFORM

THE BENEFITS

Women represent 45% of the S&P 500
workforce, but only 4% of the CEOs.

Companies in the top
quartile for gender

Globally, women hold only 24% of senior

diversity are 15% more
likely to outperform

leadership positions.

competition.

In a study of nearly 22,000 publicly traded
organizations worldwide, 60% have NO

Growth in women-owned

female board members.

businesses has outpaced
the overall increase in
new businesses by 1.5x.
34% of American workers

White Men

say that women have an
edge over men when it

White Women

comes to being honest and
ethical, while just 3%

Black Women

believe men are better.
Hispanic Women

Employees at women-led
Asian American

businesses display greater
faith in their organization

Women of other racial groups.
0%

and strategy.
25%

50%

Executive Leadership by Race & Gender in America

75%

_________________

"Fortune’s “most
admired” companies
have twice as many
women at the senior
management level
than less reputable
companies."

—CNBC
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LEADERSHIP AT
TOWN STAGES
REPRESENTATION IN PRACTICE
100% Women-led
0 Pay Gaps Within Roles

OUR IMPACT
Through providing more
than 150 groups with
space, we've created more
than 800 local jobs in
under two years.

Leadership Advancement in All Areas and Roles
Every Employee Earns More than the CEO
57% of Our Board Are Women

OUR VALUES IN PRACTICE
We focus on developing skillsets and career
aspirations for all of our team members in their
chosen fields
You won't find unpaid workers under our roof. We
believe in paying hard working New Yorkers a fair
wage.
We offer freedom and flexibility for our team
members and fellows to grow under and outside of
our roof.

TOWN STAGES IS THE LARGEST WOMEN-LED
EVENT VENUE AND CULTURAL ARTS SPACE TO
SUCCESSFULLY OPEN AND OPERATE WITHOUT

We've supported more
than 50 projects and
awarded more than 90
Fellowship opportunities
for leadership voices in
the arts, media,
hospitality, civics, and
social justice. .

"

We've donated over $3,1
Million in space to
individuals and groups
who could otherwise not
afford it.
We have become a leader
and a champion for
nightlife, theatre, event,
and public assembly
spaces in NYC.

ANY PRIVATE OR GOVERNMENT FUNDING IN MORE
THAN 30 YEARS IN NEW YORK CITY

I have felt the effects of
under/mis-representation in both
my personal life and professional
career. I have to show up for
myself and create opportunities to
be seen.... It's such a gift to walk in
the doors of Town and know that
it is my writing sanctuary for a
year—where I can dream my
biggest dreams for my project.
—Molly Powers Gallagher,
2019 Sokoloff Arts
Creative Fellow

"
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ROBIN
SOKOLOFF
Founder & CEO

Robin Sokoloff is the Chairwoman CEO of Town Stages: a
new women-led cultural arts space and event venue in
downtown Tribeca providing mentorship, sponsorship,
and fellowship to change makers.
A lifelong dance and theatre professional committed to
transforming leadership and representation on our stages
and screens, Robin advances equity for women, poc,
queer, and immigrant voices in New York City by building
accessible spaces for public assembly, creativity, and
conversation.
In Town Stages’ inaugural year, Sokoloff and her team built
the landmark venue 6X its previous footprint supporting
300+ events, creating 1,000+ local jobs, and subsidizing
over 2,500 hours of arts programming to the public while
fostering a Creative Fellowship Program for 50+ recipients
through her non-profit Sokoloff Arts (501c3).
As part of a growing grassroots movement to dismantle
discriminatory real estate and labor practices, Robin
Sokoloff has woven Town Stages into the tapestry of New
York's cultural landscape as one of the largest
independently operated and women-led facilities to
succeed in Manhattan in over 30 years.

"

Robin Sokoloff is a scholarship recipient alumna of Jacob’s Pillow School of Dance, NYSSSA, Stagedoor Manor
Performing Arts Training Center, HDCNY, Skidmore College Studio Art Program, Coupé Theatre Studio, and New
York University. Robin holds a BA in Sociology from NYU's College of Arts and Sciences, she’s a graduate of N.E.W.
(Non-Traditional Employment For Women), and a former union carpenter of The United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners of America with Local #157. Robin serves as Vice President of the Board for the Musical
Theater Factory, and Chairman of the Board for Sokoloff Arts.

When we model how the world can be on our stages and
screens, we inspire those watching to build that very world in
their daily lives. Women belong everywhere. It’s high time
leadership reflect the ones they lead.
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STACI JACOBS, VICE PRESIDENT
With close to 20 years experience in destination management
and customer relations, Staci is a hospitality-focused
professional specializing in all things New York. She's
developed incredible experiences for some of NYC's Legacy 5Star Hotels: The Westin, The Waldorf, The Hilton, and the
Grand Central Hyatt. Beginning as a NYC Licensed Tour
Guide, Staci found her niche connecting a global audience to
the city's most coveted Film and TV Sites, while developing
her own film production work. Her award winning comedic
web-series, Saving Unicorns, is featured on the indie
streaming platform Seed & Spark. From laptops to live
audiences across the country, Staci has appeared in numerous
musicals, including the national tour of Titanic, and many
regional productions.
A founding team member of Town Stages, Staci executed a landmark sales strategy supporting a new
storefront Tribeca venue 6X the previous footprint in Chelsea. In Town's inaugural year, Staci oversaw 300
events, created over 1,000 local jobs, and subsided over 2,500 hours of arts programming to the public and
supported a Creative Fellowship Program for 50+ recipients.

RAINEY ROWAN, OPERATIONS
Born and raised in sunny Los Angeles, Rainey found her way
to New York City as a performer, theatrical producer and
event coordinator. She has overseen projects with Eating
Their Words, Slant Productions, Quiet Theater, Frames
Bowling Lounge, Teens For Food Justice, Port Cities NYC,
and the Theatrical Culinary Project. She served as an
operations manager and event coordinator at Steps On
Broadway, assistant directed the world premier of the new
musical Up And Away at the Pittsburgh CLO Cabaret
Theater, and most recently was the Producer of
Partnerships and Event Services at the Tribeca Film Festival.
She is a co-producer of NeverTheLess: A Night Of, which
gives performers and artists of every genre a safe place to
express their work based on ever evolving themes. When she is not organizing all the things, she
cultivates her other artistic side by continuing to be an avid yogi, dancer, singer, and actor.
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OUR BUSINESS
MODEL BUILDS
EQUITY
Town Stages offers incredibly competitive
pricing for our turn-key hi-tech event space.
That event revenue allows us to subsidize
rates for artists, nonprofits, local politicians,
change makers, and small businesses who
are making a difference.

Our corporate clients have decentralized operations or offices too
small to entertain their clients, pitch investors or train employees.
Our nonprofit clients have been priced out of centrally located
spaces where impact fundraising can succeed.
Our artist clients have been priced out of rehearsal studios and
theaters that can support an audience in Manhattan.

Our hybrid hi-tech spaces are flexible and
affordable for everyone's needs.
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WE SUPPORT WOMEN-LED
EVENTS & ORGANIZATIONS

+ many more
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THE FUTURE
IS FEMALE
WOMEN RUN THIS TOWN

We host and elevate game-changing women

MILA JAM
Bebe Rexha
Peppermint
Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez
BANKS
Laverne Cox
Shakina Nayfack
Mx Justin Vivienne Bond
Emily Merrell
Jessica Grier Morris
Kim Sykes
Daphne Always
Diana Oh
Stephanie Clemens
Lauren Singer

Jasmin Richardson
Tia DeShazor
Destinee Rae
Mary Harron
Alison Leiby
Heather Christian
Helen Rosenthal
Amanda Farrias
Karine Jean-Pierre
Martha Cooper
Remy Ma
Naturi Naughton
Julee Wilson
Ryan Destiny

TRANS ACTIVIST & SINGER

ARIEL PALITZ
NYC MAYOR OF NIGHTLIFE

OUR
DIGITAL
REACH
IN 2019

71K
65K
RANDI ZUCKERBERG

1.3K

ENTREPRENEUR
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WINNING
THIS
MARATHON
TOGETHER

2020 GOALS
Build a new space to grow
and support our
community in Midtown
Increase number of
fellowships and residencies
offered by 20% year over
year
Help other venues survive
and thrive.
Develop enterprise
software for the unique
needs of New York City
venues.

Women are reimagining access & equity
for New York City spaces
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ROBIN SOKOLOFF
CHAIRWOMAN
TOWN STAGES
MUSICAL THEATRE FACTORY

SAMANTHA SLATER
EXECUTIVE BOARD
FILM & TV

CANDICE FORTIN
EXECUTIVE BOARD
CAMPAIGN STRATEGIST
COLOR OF CHANGE

DR. LEONARD ROSENBLUM
EXECUTIVE BOARD
UNION SQUARE
SPINAL CARE

NANCY TARANTOLA
EXECUTIVE BOARD
L'OREAL

ISAAC KLEIN
EXECUTIVE BOARD
AUTHOR &
PLAYWRIGHT

SCOTT SOKOLOFF
EXECUTIVE BOARD
NEWSELA

DESTINEE RAE
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
BOARD
BOOK OF MORMON, TINA

KEIRA DOYLE
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
BOARD
MATRIX

EDWARD RICE
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
BOARD
THIRD RAIL THEATRE

HUMBERTO GRUIERO
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
BOARD
SB ONE BANK

PREET GILL
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
BOARD
KADOCHNIKOV LAW

MICHAEL KUSHNER
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
BOARD
PHOTGRAPHER

MOLLY POWERS GALLAGHER
FELLOWSHIP BOARD
MEMBER
PLAYWRIGHT

JEFF TANG
FELLOWSHIP BOARD
MEMBER
COMPOSER

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST

CONNECT@TOWNSTAGES
@TOWNSTAGES
#ITSYOURTOWN
#TOWNSTAGES

TOWN STAGES
221 West Broadway
New York, NY 10013
212-634-7690
www.townstages.com

